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WHAT IS CHANGING?

➢ Priority Settings when sending messages
➢ The ability to text to/from providers and clinical end users:  nurses, case managers, 

pharmacists, resp therapists, PT, OT, SLP, any others using the new mobile app or new 
desktop version of PerfectServe

OBJECTIVES
After viewing this module, clinical end users will be able to:

➢ Apply and understand the new priority settings

➢ Log in via NEW Perfect Serve Web                       or via Perfect Serve Mobile App 
Desktop version                                              on the phone

or  PerfectServe via Weblinks in Epic                 



Web/Desktop Version  Signing In        NOTE NEW ICON!

1. Always sign into the desktop AND the mobile app upon shift start.
2. Select your department 
3. Tap your name from the list.  If you do not see your name, ‘import’ yourself 

by tapping                                             This step will be necessary if you have floated to the department and must be        
done on the desktop version, not the mobile app on the phone.

1. Type your name
2. Select your name 
3. Tap your name under staff to import
4. Tap ‘IMPORT STAFF’

4. Tap ‘activate’, then tap your name

5. Sign in using your NHRMC email/ Epic Password
(the email address will auto default in, if you change to Epic ID, that 

will work too but no need to change this from the email)



Web/Desktop Version Signing In

6. Enter your shift end time + 30 
minutes

7. Enter your phone number or 
Voalte number

8. Ignore the Extension (leave it 
blank)



Web/Desktop Version
Initiating a New Text

1. Select New
2. Search for Attending Provider
3. Search for patient by name or 

room number
4. Choose the correct PRIORITY
5. Text your message



Web/Desktop Version
Responding to a text

1. Tap open the conversation to which 
you wish to respond

2. Click Send or hit Enter on the 
keyboard 



Care Team Mobile App Sign into desktop version first, especially if you are CNRO 
or have floated to the department. Then sign into the app 
on your mobile phone

➢ Best practice is to log in at beginning of shift: Tap on the PS Care Team icon on your shared iPhone
➢ Your nhrmc email address should default display in the username field. Enter your Network password, 

select Allow for all permission requests if prompted.
➢ You will be asked to set a numeric 4-digit PIN. This PIN will be used to access the app after 15 minutes of inactivity.
➢ You will be asked to set a security question and answers.
➢ Click Next to begin using the PerfectServe Care Team mobile app



Care Team Mobile App
1. After logging in, select your department from the list

2. Select your name from the list and enter your password. If necessary, you may also change the 
department by selecting the three vertical dots in the top right corner and select Change 
Department.

3. The Shift Sign In window will open. Enter your Shift End time + 30 minutes. (i.e. 7:30 am 
or pm) NOTE – enter your 10-digit Voalte One Phone Number – Ignore the Extension field 
(leave blank)

Sign into desktop version first, especially if you are CNRO 
or have floated to the department. Then sign into the app 
on your mobile phone



Care Team Mobile App
Initiating a New Conversation

1. Select the new conversations icon at the bottom right of the screen.
2. Search for the Attending provider
3. Search for the patient by last name
4. Choose the appropriate PRIORITY
5. Text your message
If the provider is no longer on call, a warning message will appear. Do not proceed and 

create a new message to the correct provider



Care Team Mobile App
Responding to a text

1. Select the conversation you would 
like to respond to from the 
Conversations Inbox.

2. Tap in the Reply field at the bottom 
of the conversation view.

3. Your device’s keyboard will open, 
just like regular text messaging.

4. When you have completed your 
message, click SEND.



MESSAGE PRIORITIES 
EMERGENT: RRT/Code blue should always be activated prior to calling on-call provider. Providers will 
get a call directly when this priority is used. If the call isn’t answered and the staff leaves a voicemail, the 
provider will receive a PS VM banner alert/notification in addition to the call.  *Note- This status should 
be rarely utilized, only when an immediate answer is needed to impact patient safety and outcomes.   

URGENT:  Use when you need a 15 minute turnaround time, patient safety issue, pre RRT

ROUTINE: Use for routine questions that cannot wait for rounds. i.e. need a new pain med, any 
orders/changes impacting immediate patient care, notify provider that family wants to talk. Reply may be 
from 15 minutes up to one hour

DISCHARGE DEPENDENT:  Reply within 15 minutes. Use this when the discharge is imminent and 
provider is needed to do med rec, talk with family, look at labs, write orders, etc

4444:  This number can  be used in the event that the web is not  functioning.  Perfect Serve will answer and connect you to your party 

with your stated priority



TEXTING ETIQUETTE
(This etiquette has been agreed upon by the Medical Executive Committee)

1. Use SBAR (Situation/Background/Assessment/Recommendation) to make a message clear and concise

2. Critical Lab Values must have a closed circle of communication-either verbally through a call,  through newly 
entered orders, or other situations as outlined in the NHRMC policy Communication of Critical Test Results and 
Critical Results/Values. When communicating a critical value, please include previous value for reference if possible

3. Do not text providers for Code Blue, Code Sepsis, Code Stroke, STEMI, Code 17.  Use current paging system!

4. Use RRT process for patients that are decompensating and directly call provider if needed emergently

5. All texts are discoverable, use professional language and communication messages. No personal texting

6. No photos via PerfectServe, photos are taken and stored in Epic via Rover or Haiku

7. Avoid the use of text messages to notify the provider of routine items that could be addressed during rounds. Avoid 
texting FYI items at shift change, these should be addressed with handoff.



TEXTING ETIQUETTE (continued)
Inappropriate texts:

➢ These are not emergencies and do not require an order. This information can be seen by the provider when 
reviewing the patients electronic medical record.

➢ Avoid the use of text messages to notify the provider of routine items that could be addressed during 
Interdisciplinary/daily rounds.

➢ Avoid texting FYI items at shift change, these should be addressed with handoff. 
➢ Avoid texting FYI at all times unless absolutely essential to patient care or requested by the provider.

Appropriate texts:

➢ These should be used only for messages that you would previously have had to call the physician for.
➢ Messages should be used for sending information that must be communicated immediately to enable and provide 

patient care. Within Perfect Serve, nurses/clinical staff can select 'urgent', 'routine', or 'discharge dependent' when 
initiating the text to help prioritize the need. 

➢ If a call back is needed, the end user will write that in the body of the message.
➢ Prior to sending a provider a message ask yourself, “Is this something I would need to call and communicate in the 

middle of the night?” If the answer is no, then it’s not a “Need to Know” message and should not be sent.



CMS TEXTING REMINDER
According to CMS, the use of secure text messaging for patient care orders is not acceptable. Keep 
in mind that the way you phrase your message can impact the action the provider takes when s/he 
responds.



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Choosing ‘patient not listed’ when sending a text to a provider: 0nly use this choice if the patient truly does 
not have an attending assigned in Epic because the message will route to the hospitalist who is assigned to specifically 
take NEW consults and admissions, and could result in delayed patient care. 

Documenting Communication: All provider notification needs to be documented in the patient's chart 
(Simple/Complex Assessment flowsheet > Provider Notification). The Epic EMR is the source of truth for all 
documentation and communication of patient information. 

Read Messages: You will be able to see when or if the provider has viewed your message.Tap to open the 
conversation in which you want to view the conversation details. At the bottom of the message you will see its read 
status. “Read” means that the receiving person is now responsible for the message.

Receiving Messages: When you receive a new message you will be 
notified by a banner alert across the top of your iPhone lock screen, as well 
as an audible tone. You will also see a red, new message indicator icon at the 
top right corner of the app. There is not an audible nor visible notification for 
a new message on PerfectServe Web/desktop



SIGNING OUT
It is important to Sign out of the PS CareTeam Web (desktop) when finished because you are using shared devices and 
workstations.

➢ You will be automatically logged off of mobile at your shift end time, but to do it manually on the phone, click 
the hamburger icon          in the top-left corner.

➢ On the web/desktop, click the drop-down arrow next to your name in upper right corner of the screen.

CARE TEAM MOBILE APP                                                                     WEB DESKTOP VERSION



HOW TO GET HELP/Report an Issue:
➢ Technical issues:  IS Help Desk / NOC (Network Operations Center) @ 667-7855 or place a Service Now 

incident

➢ PerfectServe Help Line:    877-844-7727

➢ How To, usage and functionality issues:   Clinical Informatics @ 667-6300 or place a Service Now 
request

➢ Safety Issue related to inappropriate PS usage:  Enter a Verge report

➢ Improper/Incorrect Text Messaging:  Directly address with the sender first

➢ Care Team messaging etiquette or prioritization questions:  Bring to newly established Communication 
Steering team via Jane Both or Dr. Amy Messier for monitoring.   If needed,  referral to PRC or 
appropriate Administrative leadership will be made depending on the issues presented.


